Eldfell

Registered design

Comforting warmth in the harshest conditions
Eldfell key features
● Everything fits inside the combustion chamber
● Low weight
● Cooking facility
● Very safe
● Stands on snow
● Takes long, thick logs
● No loose small parts
● Efficient combustion

A prototype of Eldfell Pro was an essential and much appreciated member
of the demanding Swedish expedition to Siberia in 2004–2005, called
“the world’s coldest journey”.
Get rid of damp and cold, create a warm, cosy atmosphere, dry clothes, cook food – basically, enjoy
your home comforts.
With its ingenious design where all parts fit inside the combustion chamber, its efficient heat
transmission, low weight and easy handling, Eldfell is the natural heart of the Nordic tipi and a faithful
friend in cold and damp conditions. Whereas simple stoves release more of their heat through the
chimney, the advanced design of Eldfell means combustion takes place nearer the ground, creating more
heat inside the Nordic tipi, providing more effective heat for cooking and reducing wood consumption.

Eldfell fits all Adventure tent sizes using the same stove body but different chimney lengths. The stove is
made of stainless steel and comes in its own purpose-made wooden box.
Construction
All technical features have been designed to fulfil demands for low weight, good functioning and
strength. The combustion chamber is spacious and about 50 cm long to take long, thick logs. The
extendable insulation pipe protects the tent fabric even in strong winds. The spark arrester protects
both the tent fabric and the surrounding area. In order not to sink down in snow, the legs have notches
so they can be placed on poles.

Tentipi
● has its roots in Swedish Lapland – the homeland
of the Sami kåta
● stands for passion and expertise, especially when
it comes to Nordic tipis
● has three decades of experience as the worldleading manufacturer of Nordic tipis
● has several patents and design rights for its
original, ingenious design
● cares so deeply about its products that it only
makes its Nordic tipis in its own fully-owned
factories
● exposes every fifth tent to a full-scale rain test
● views every Nordic tipi as a unique product and
gives it a personal ID to make it possible to track
its components and specific design
● cares about previous customers by always
striving to make new features also fit the older
models of tents.

Why people choose Tentipi®
Because they think it is worthwhile
investing extra money in order to
get a superior product.

Eldfell stove
Model

Eldfell Pro

Material

Stainless steel

Size
Weight (kg)

5

7

9

15

14.1

14.5

15.0

15.4

Size when packed (cm)

Because they believe that Tentipi’s
sole focus and passion for Nordic
tipis give a better functioning and
more reliable Nordic tipi.

65x38x32

Suitable for
Tentipi® single-pole Nordic tipis
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